Mairangi Bay to Inland Campbells Bay
Allow approx 1hr/5Km/6000 steps
This interesting walk takes in not only the coastline but also one of the newest bush tracks in the area. A
moderately strenuous walk which has some hills and the low-lying bush area may be muddy after rain.
Park at Mairangi Bay Beach where parking and toilets are available
Allow approx 1hr/5Km/6000 steps
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From the Surf club:
Either: walk along the pipeline and beach to
Huntly Rd and up to Beach Rd

Or: take the Inland route and cross the bridge
behind the Surf Club. At the end of the path
turn right up Forde Way to exit into Whitby
Tce.
Turn left along Whitby Tce then turn right
between nos 31/33 into Seadog Alley to exit in
View Rd.
Walk to the left along View Rd then turn left
between nos 5/7 down Buttermilk Lane to The
Esplanade and cross over into Beach Rd.
New Track
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At the pedestrian crossing cross over to the
end of Park Rise.

entrance

For both options : Walk up Park Rise to the top
and just past Tree Fern Trail look for a track
Walk right up to the top of Park Rise and just past Tree Fern
Trail pick
upinto
the the
entrance
entrance
down
bush. to Park Rise Bush
Track. This relatively new track winds down through the bush to the stream and then climbs up again
through the bush the other side to emerge just by the Play Centre in Kowhai Rd.
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Cross over Kowhai Rd and walk to your right down the hill
to the
Kowhai
and continue
into
the bush and the low lying areas will be muddy
Forde Way and back to the start.
after wet weather.
To download details of this walk and further walks in this series go to www.mairangibayvillage.co.nz

